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A CESIUM MM3NEWOHYDRODYNAMICCOAXIAL ARC JET

by

A. W. Blackstock,D. B. Fradkin, D. J. Roehling,

ABSTRACT

A cesium-fueledmagnetohydrodynemicarc jet was

an& 12 kW at magnetic field strengths up to 1000 G.

end T. 1’.Stratton

operated between k

Electrosta%lcprobe,

spectroscopic,and microwave measurementswere made on the exhaust beam.

Beam momentum w88 determined from the deflection of a downstream sieve.

The magnitude and position of Hell currents was determinedusing megnetic

loop piCkUp coils. The Ove- arc voltage is a lfiear function of applied

axial magnetic field strength. The thru8t is a linear function of the

product of the arc current end applied axial magnetic field strength, and

is of a magnitude too great to be produced by the measured Hall currents.

A partial.theory is developed that describes the funct5.onaldependence of

the arc voltage and thrust. Data are presented that show mass entrainment

~ Present md that when the arc is operated with ma8s entrainmentthe

exhaust veloci~ is predicted by the AU%% “criticalvelocity.”
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INl!RODW.TION

Arcs that generate a plasma by the discharge

of electrical.current between short coaxial elec-

trodes in the presence of an applied, axielly sym-

metric magnetic field are called either magneto-

hydrodynamic (MHD) or magnetoplasm*~c (MpD)

arcs. These plasma sources have been studied in

- laboratoriesfor space propulsion applica-

tion.1-7 The ~ertients described in thi8 report

are concernedwith a cesium plasma generated by

such a device. Macroscopicproperties of the SXC

and the emergent beam were investigated,including

the dependence of the arc currenliand voltage on

the magnetic field, the momentum and energy flow in

the beam, and the location of certain circulating

currents in the arc region. The electron density

and temperature and the ion streamingvelocity and

temperaturewere establishedfrcsnan analysis of the

currents to single and double electrostaticprobeB.

Ceahn is anunuaual dischargemat-ial.because

its ionz are unusueJJy massive compared to the more

standard propellants such as hydrogen, nitrogen, and

argon. However, it offered several advantages for

our studies. The low first ionizationpotential

permitted ready attainment of a fully ionized

plasma. The I.owmeltingpoint allowed use of a

relatively simple feed nystcan. Because of the dif-

ferent ratio of the gyro frequency to the colJ.i8ion

frequency for ions and electrons,the devel.opent

of Hall currents was favored by the heavy gas

plasma. Laatly, we wanted to determine if exhaust

velocities correspondingto directed particle

energies considerablyin excess of the applied

voltage could be reached with cesium, aa had been

reported for many lighter propellants.

APPARATUS

The arc structure waa mounted vertically, as

shown schematicallyin Fig. 1. The outer electrode

was made of tantalum, 3.75-cm i.d.a and ma brazed

into a water-cooled, copper mounting plate. The

central electrode,made of tungsten, was 2.5-c.m

o.d. Cesium was fed to the interior of the center

electrode, end the cesium emerged through 12 holes

(0.12-cm diam) d.ongk5° radii of the spherical.

~HALL SIGNAL PICKUP COILS

F
L

M

B

Fig. 1. Schematic of cesium arc ~ek showing center-linemagnetic field strength.



electrode tip. The total area of the holes was

0.14 cl!?. The insulatorwas machined from commer-

cial grade boron nitride. During many months of

operation, the electrodes never required replace-

ment. The insulatorwas sometimes damaged by the

developmentof radial cracks after prolonged opera-

tion at arc powers in excea8 of 10 kW.

The low melting temperature of cesium (30”C)

allowed all parts of the arc structure end vacuum

enclosureto be raised above the melting point by

introducinghot water into the coolant paeeeges.

Arc startup was accomplished in vacuum by introduc-

ing cesium liquid into the center electrode chamber

with voltage on the arc electrodes. Arc initiation

was immediateas soon as a liquld film flowed over

the exposed insulator face. If, after arc operation

and shutdown,the electrodeswere shorted by a re-

sidual.liquid layer, arc initiationwas always

achieved at a short-circuitcurrent less than 1000

w.

Cesium was expelled from a positive-dlsple,ce-

ment bellows and piston assembly and was delivered

through a heated line into the center electrode.

A variable-speeddc motor drove the bellows and pis-

ton through gear reduction boxes and a screw on the

bellows shaft. No difficultywas encounteredwith

any aspect of the positive-displacementcesium feed.

Calibrationsof the rate of delivery of cesium as a

function of motor amature voltage and gear ratio

were obtained with water and a graduated pipette;

the calibrationswere reproducibleend independent

of the bellows position. Cesium that collected on

the bottom plate of the experimentalenclosurewas

returned to a reservoir after dropping through en

insulating section.

The arc exhausted into a vacuum enclosure con-

sisting of a column of water-cooledbrass tubes with

Teflon Insulatorsbetween sections. To protect

these insulators from short circuits and radiation

from the arc, they were covered by protective skirts.

The vacuum enclosurewas 25 cm in diameter and 90 cm

long. An oil diffusion pump evacuated the system

through a 10-cm-diempipe at the top of the enclo-

sure. Base vacuums of 5 x 10-7 torr were obtained,

and usual pressures of noncondensablegases during

-5 tm’r. Viewlngport,sarc operation were 2 x 10

were kept clear of condensing cesium by heating the

Klmiows to 90”C.

A set of coils applied an axial magnetic field

to the arc geometry. The coils were 44 turns, had

a 32-cm id., a @+-cm o.d., and were 5 cm thick.

The relatively large size of the coils generated a

slowly diverging field. The plane of the coil was

a~ustable with respect to the arc electrodes,but

was generally 10 cm below the cathode tip. Currents

up to 2000 A could be run through the magnet. The

_etic field strength along the centerline is

shown in Fig. 1.

The arc was powered from either a n!otor-gener-

ator set or a rectifier unit. In either case an

adjustable rheostat (0.01- to 0.05-ohm impedance) in

series with the arc caused the arc current end

voltage to cc+nplywl.ththe source load line. The

arc current, voltage, end parameters pertaining to

electrode and beam calorimetrywere recorded on

synchronized strip-chartrecorders.

DIAGNOSTICS

Studies of the operating characteristicsof

the arc were divided into methods pertaining to

either the gross properties of the system or local

measurements in the beam. Included in the first

category were arc voltage; power in the beam and

electrodes;beam momentum flow, as a function of

arc current; applied magnetic field strength; and

Cesium mass flow. The second category included

studies of the optical spectrum of the beam, micro-

wave and electrostaticprobe results for the plasma

denei~ and tanperatures,and determinationsof the

location and magnitude of circulatingplasma cur-

rents.

Arc Voltage

The arc impedance was smaller with larger cur-

rent, smaller with larger mass flow rate, and larg-

er with larger axis-l-magnetic field strength. Arc

voltage ea a function of current in the axial meg-

netic field coils is plotted in Fig. 2 for arc

currents of 4(XIto 900 A. Patrick and Schneiderman8

reported a llneer variation of arc voltage with the

strength of the ap@ied magnetic field for several

other working fluids, and they tabulated the re-

sults according to certain characteristicveloci-

ties related to the ionizationpotential of the

fluids. A further discussion of the linear vari-

ation of voltage in terms of plasma rotation is

given in the Discussion.
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Fig. 2. Arc voltage versus

Beam Momentum Flow

There wa8 no provision for measuring the re-

action of the plasma stream on the arc and magnet

structures,and the momentum flow in the beam was

inferred from force mea8urement8on plates and

screens located downstream of the arc electrodes.

The measurementsreported here were obtained with a

tungsten screen, fabricated from O.0125-cm-diem

wire, with wire spacings of 0.25 cm. The screen was

large enough to intercept the entire beam and the

wires ran in two directions;therefore, the gecunet-

rical.fraction interceptedwas 0.1. The wire size

was as small as was consistentwith reliable signals

at the force balance. The 8creen could be consid-

ered in the regime of free molecular flow alnce the

wire diameter ms less thsn the mean free path, and

the wire spacing was greater then the mean free path

of the ions.

The possibility of circulatingcurrents in the

force screen was considered as a reason for the de-

flection of the screen. Circulating currents in the

6

Bz COIL

magnetic field strength.

I

I

o

13direction, interactingwith the radial component

of the applied solenoidal field, would give rise to

forces in the axial direction. The direction of the

circulating currents and the direction of the

radia3 component of the magnetic field would deter-

mine the sign of the force. A numerical estimate

of the current density in the wires of the screen

that would lead to the observed forces showed that

the necessary current could not be supported with-

out melting the screen; therefore, circulation of

the current in the tires of the screen could not

give rise to the forces observed on the screen. To

prevent the circulation of part or all of the arc

current directly through the screen end the sup-

porting members the screen was electrically isola-

ted from the arc electrodes and the vacuum enclo-

sure. Under conditions in which the end of the

vacuum enclosure was electricallyconnected to the

anode, an arc could be establishedbetween the cath-

ode and the end of the tank. With the screen elec-

trically insulated from the electrodes,no force

,

.

I

I
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was registered from an arc operating in this con-

dition.

A summary of force measurements ia given in

Fig. 3. The observed force8 on the screen were

multipliedby ten; this multiplicationassumed that

the screen interceptedthe beam in a geometric

fashion and that ions were deflected or reflected

from the wires with energies that were small com-

pared to their initial energies. Qualitatively,

the force increasedwith both arc current and the

strength of the applied axial magnetic field, and

the force depended linearly on the product Iarc

lB-coils”
A similar linear dependence of thrust on

the product 1= IB coils was reported for other

working fluids.5-

AMPERES IN BE COIL

Fig. 4a. Beem power versus magnetic field

~ h~O.2 g/see + h= 0.2 g/see
P-lokw P=-5kw

o~
o 2(

strength.

Beam Power

The power in the beam was determined frcm the

flow rate and temperature rise of the water cooling

the walls of the vacuum enclosure. Sunmaries of

celorimet.ricdeterminationsof beam power as a

function of the magnitude of the current in the

field coils are shown in Fig. ha for two conditions

of arc power. Force measurements for the same runs

are plotted as the ratio of the power to the force

in Fig. hb. The fraction of the input electrical

power appearing in the beam was no greater then

0.4, and this fraction of the power was nearly

independentof the etrength of the appl.iedmegnetic

field. Inasmuch as the thrust increasedwi.ththe

strength of the applied magnetic field, the fraction

of the power in directed kinetic energy must have

increased with B. However, the largest value reach-

edbythe quantity F2/(* VI) was 0.2.

Pert of the energy carried to the beam calori-

meter by ions was due to the space charge sheath

between the metal of the calorimeterand the plasma

of the beam. This effect has been discussed pre-

viouslylo’~ with regard to electrode losses in arcs

and for electrostaticprobes. Fe effect was simi-

lar for our electricallyinsulated calorimeter.

A plasma sheath affected the flux of ions and

electrons to the waJJ.s. The negative sheath inhib-

ited the flux of electrons,and hence accelerated

the ions. Those electrons arri~ at the wall to

5 -
0+ o

+
+ o

+
-t +

+

oo~
AMPERES IN 6= COIL

Fig. kb. Power to thrust ratio versus magnetic
field strength.

~ h =- 0.2 g/see + fi* 0.2 g/see
P=-lokw Pti5kW
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Fig. 5. Spectroscopicline strength as a
function of radial position.

neutralizethe ions representedthe high-energy

component of the electron energy distribution,and

hence contributedan excess of energy to the walls.

In summary, for a beam of singly charged ions, the

calorimeterrecorded a power

P
(

.~ ~j+2we
celor )

~+V*+$+W,,+L,(l)
“’i2e

where fiis the rate of mass flow in the beam; mi

the mass of the heavy particles; kTi and kTe the

thermal energies of the ions and the electrons,

respectively;W,,the directed energy of the ions;

Vs and @ the appropriatesheath potential end ion-

ization potential.;end L the energy of condensation.

The order ofmegnitude of the excess energy, (1/2

kT~e + Vs), was 2 ta 5 V in our work, and repre-

sented about 0.1 to 0.25 of the total power to the

calorimeter. The excess energy was suppliedby

thermal conduction in the electron gas between the

arc and the beam stop, and hence caused a steeper

gradient in the electron temperature distribution

then would otherwise have occurred.

E?sYZ?2
Spectra of the plasma emerging from the arc

were obtained at a point 18 cm downstream frcsnthe

cathode tip. In addition, spatial.scans of the in-

tensity of an ion and a neutral emlaslon line were

obtained by sweeping the focused image of the en-

trance slit of a photoelectricrecording monochroma-

tor acroas the diecharge with an oscillatingmirror.

The resulte of the scans (taken under arc conditions

given in Table I) are shown in Fig. 5, where the

boundaries of the anode, the cathode, end the anode

projected along a magnetic field surface are indi-

cated. The annulue of neutral emission appeared to

correspond to the radius at which the electron tem-

perature had dropped to about 0.35 eV, as determined

by the relative Intensity of lines in the principal

series ofCs I. The absence of emission fromCs III

(doubly ionized cesium) placed the electron tempera-

ture below 3 eV. The spectrum of the plume remained

qualitativelyunchanged for 50 an downstream (the

limit of observation). Visual.observationsend

spectrel scans showed that the beam diameter was

independentof the magnetic field strength.

ElectrostaticProbe Measurements

Electrostaticprobes were constructed from

0.3-cm diem, sheathed.Chranel-Al.umelthermocouples,

with 0.05-cm diem wires. The thermocoupletip was

cut off, and approximately0.1 cm of the origlnel

magnesium oxide insulationwas removed. The insula-

tion was replaced with arc-sprayedhigh-density

alumina. The tip wns then ground to provide a uni-

formly smooth, plane surface. For U reported data~

the probes were located near the jet axis, 61 cm

above the anode. The hesd-on probe (see Fig. 1)

TABLE I

Summary of Arc Parameters and Results Obtained for
Plasma Parameters from ElectrostaticProbe

Measurements

Arc Parameters

v
arc

= 13.4v

I~c=6goA

~z=9A

‘fhrust=60g

P
beam

= 2.7kw

?5nm = 0.1 g/see

Plasma Parameters

Te = 1.05 eV

Ti = 0.51 eV

Jesat = 100 mll

Ji (heed on) = 1.14mA
sat

Ji (side on) =o.36mA
sat

= 2.4x105cm/sec
%

n- =1.6x1013 cm-3

.

.
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Fig. 6a. Floating symmetric double-probetrace.

Top Trace: Probe characteristic,1 mA/division

Bottom Trace: Voltage versus voltage
reference, 5 V/division

was supported from a port at the top of the vacuum

vessel. The side-on probe was inserted through a

gland in the side of the vacuum chamber.

Readout of the probe current and voltsge was

obtained on a dual-besm oscilloscope,with the probe

current appearing as the voltage across fixed re-

sistors. The probe voltage sweep was approximately

u v. The probe circuit allowed shifting from

floating double-probeto grounded single-probe

traces for either of the two probes. Complete sin-

gle-probe traces were obtained by reading the volt-

age across a l-ohm resistor, ad the saturated ion

portion of the trace was obtained by reading the

voltage across an Ii-ohm resistor. NO change in

amplifier gain was necessary, and the possibility

of dc shifts in the simplifierswas eliminated.

After a steady arc was established,three

traces were taken with each probe at each arc oper-

a
Fig. 6b. Complete single-probetrace.

Top Trace: Probe characteristic,50 mA/division

Bottom Trace: Voltage versus voltage
reference, 5 V/division

Fig. 6c. Saturated ion current portion of single-
probe trace.

Top Trace: Probe characteristic,1 mA/division

Bottom Trace: Voltage versus voltage
reference, 5 V/division

sting condition. These traces were a floating

double-probe characteristic,a complete single-probe

characteristic,and a single-probecharacteristicof

the saturated ion current region. Ssmples of these

traces are reproduced in Figs. 6a, 6b, smd 6c, res-

pectively. Fig. 7 is a semilogaritbmicplot of

Fig. 6b. The results for the plasma parameters,

obtained in accordance with the theory developed in

the Appendix, are summarized for a typical operating

conditfon in Table I. Double-probe traces provided

a check on the single-proberesults when analyzed

with the theozw of the double electrostaticrmobe
“i?

given by Chen. From the head-on double probe,

L ! I !

-10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 +2 +4

PROBE POTENTIAL (VOLTS)

Fig. 7. Semilogarithmicplot of electrostatic
probe trace.
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Te = 1.1 eV and Ji = 1.3 mA: in good agreement
sat

with the single-proberesults.

Defining the plasma potential a8 the voltage at

the interjectionof the two straight-linewrtions

of the semilogarithmicplot of probe electron cur-

13 the plama potential was -3.7 Vrent versus V*,

relative b the enode potential.

Probe results obtained over a range of arc pa-

rameters (arc currents from 500 to 800 A, magnet

currents from 87o to 1500 A, and mass flows of O.1

and 0.2 g/see) indicated little change in the values

of Te, Ti, end VD given in Table I. The change of

density with operating parameters is di8cuesed later

in this section.

The validity of the probe results was consider-

ed. The current densities to a probe

cesimn plasma, with Ti << Te, are:
1/2

()

kT
di = 0.61 n=q ~
sat ‘i

~m 1/2

T( )d ““e + “
‘sat e

At an electron temperature of 1.1 eV,

in a quiescent

(2a)

(2b)

in cesium, the

ratio of the saturated electron current to the sat-

urated ion current is given by Eq. (2) as 320. The-

ory showed that the ratio decreasedwith increasing

ion temperature. The quiescentplasma conditionwae

most nearly duplicatedby taking the ratio of the

saturatedelectron current fran the head-on probe to

the saturated ion current from the aide-on probe.

The resulting experimented.ratio was 280.

The discussion in the Appendix assumes that the

electron current to the head-on probe was unaffected

by the magnetic field, and the directed velocity was

ccunputedfrom 13qs.(AI.8) and (A20). The velocity

could also be inferred from the ion currents to the

head-on and the side-on probes, which were unaffected

by the presence of a magnetic field. The saturated

ion current density to the head-on probe waa nqvD;

Eq. (2a) gives the saturated ion current density to

the side-on probe. Solving for the directed velo-

city, VD = 2.2 x 105 cm/see, showing that the probe

results were nelf-consistentfor the flow velocity

of the ions.

Equation (1) describes the power deposited by a

streamingplasma in an electricallyinsulatedbeam

stop. A total energy per particle (mipcao#fie) of

15.5 eVwas obtained upon substitutionof the ap-

propriate ple.smaparenetersfrom Table I and the

excitationand 8heath voltage appropriate to a

singl..ionized cesium gas, at an electron tempera-

ture ofl.O eV (Vs = 4 V). If the total energy on

the axis were representativeof the entire beam,

and the beam power to the cal.mimeterwas 2.7 kW,

the quantity eh/mi was 174 A. The corresponding

maas flux of 0.24 g/aec of singly charged ions was

in poor agreement with the nominal mass flow of

0.1 g/aec introduced from the piston, but this mass

fl.owwas in good agreement with the flow of 0.25

g/see derived from F/vD.

Other indication were observed of inconsist-

encies between the rate of mass flow introduced in-

to the arc from the positive displacementpiston

and the mase flow carried by the beam. One example

is illustratedin Fig. 8, where the saturated elec-

tron current to the side-on electrostaticprobe is

plotted against current in the applied magnetic

field coils, with the mass flow rate from the pi8-

ton as a parameter. There was a pronounced varia-

tion of the saturated electron current (closely

related to the plaama density) ea a function of

1000 2000
AMPERESIN BE COIL

Fig. 8. Saturated probe current versue magnetic
field strength as a function of mass flow.

.

.

?
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the applied mmgnetic field, but there was no dis-

cernible dependence on A. The possible influence of

the magnetic field on electron current collection

to electrostaticprobes Is discussed In the Appen-

dix, where it i8 shown that the correctionto the

saturated electron current due to magnetic field

effects was less than @ for our experimentalcon-

ditions.

In the face oftheae uncertaintieswith regard

to tie mass flow in the beam, the streamingvelo-

city of the plasma could not be inferred with any

reliability fran the ratio of the beam mcmentum

flow to the rate ofmas8 introductionfrom the pi8-

ton. The reason for the discrepancywas not under-

stood, but it was believed that the arc was able to

attach to the outside of the anode cylinder, and

onto the flat surface of the anode mounting plate,

where liquid cesiumwae available for entrainment

into the discharge.

Microwave Measurements

The plasma electron density determinations

from the electrostaticprobes were supportedby

measurementsof the transmissionof 35-GHz micro-

waves through the arc plasma. The transmission

measurements Indicatedwhether the plasma density

was greater than or less than the cutoff, or criti-

cal., plasma electron density. For a test frequency

of 35-GHz, the cutoff electrofidensity was 1.52 x
~013 ~-3.

‘e ‘-mt ‘Elo mode was propagated

in the rectangularwave guide, with the electric

field parallel to the short side of the wave

guide. The magnetic field had a longitudinal

component and a componentparallel to the long

side of the wave guide. The microwave horns were

oriented so that the electric field of the incident

wave was parallel to the applied magnetic field of

the plasma jet.

No increase in the reflected signal due to the

plasma was observed in any of the microwave measure-

ments. The microwave beemwas introduced into the

vacuum enclosurethrough Pyrex windows. The mini-

mum reflected signal with no arc was about 0.1 of

the transmitted signal, even though the thickness

of the glass was very close to an odd multiple of

k/2 (Ref. 14), and the reflected signal was mini-

mized with an impedancematching transformer. An

experiment in which the plasma was simulatedby a

copper cylinder substantiatedthe suppositionthat

the signal reflected from the plasma was small.

compared to the fixed reflections.

A comparison of electrostaticprobe and micro-

wave density measurements %s given in Table II.

Table II

ElectrostaticProbe and Microwave Density
Measurements

ElectrostaticProbe
Density (@3) Microwave Tranemlssion

4.3 x 1o13 cutoff
2*2 ~lo13

cutoff

1.6 X 1$ Transmission

The smallest electron density frcm electro-

static-probemeasurements for which microwave cut-

off was obtained was 2.2 x 1013 cm-3, or 1.5 times
15

the cutoff density. A recent comparison of plasma

electron density measurementsby electrostatic

probes and microwaves gave agreement within a factor

of 2 to 10, at distances frcm the source which were

comparable to the measurements reported here.

Plasma Current Distribution

Experimentalmeasurements of the momentum flow

carried by the emergent plasma ahowed good correla-

tion between momentum flow and the product Iuc

lB-coile
(see Fig. 3), where Iac is the arc current

‘d lB-coile
is the current carriedby the coils

producing the axial magnetic field. A dependence of

this sort suggested that a portion of the momentum

transferred to the plasma arose through the inter-

action of a ring of current in the plasma (19) with

the current in the axial field coils. The existence

of such a plasma current could be verified by prob-

~ the steady-statemagnetic field distributions

interneJ and adjacent to the plasma column, or, more

s@~, by detecting the change in magnetic flux

through a magnetic loop around the plasma column

when the arc was extinguished. The second procedure

could not yield detailed informationabout the dis-

tribution of current and current density, but it

would eJlow the measurements to be made outside the

region of high arc power density without disturbing

the pl.aama. The qualitative features of a ring cur-

rent, such as mean radlel and axial position, and

magnitude of circulatingcurrent, could be

I.1



e8tablLshedby determiningthe flux linkage at

several.=iel and radial locations.

Coils consisting of 200 turns of 0.02-cm diem

ineul.atedwire were positioned at the radial and

axial locations shown in Fig. 1. Signals induced

in these coils upon axc extinctionwere integrated

by passive RC integratornetworks of 0.25-sec time

constant and were displayed on oscilloscopes. The

integrated signal level Varied between a tiction

of a millivolt and 2 mV. The long RC integration

time was necessary becauee of the slow rate of fall

of the arc current (approximately10 meet) and the

long times required for penetration of the axial

magnetic fields through the heavy weJJx and flanges

of the vacuum enclosure (measuredto be 30 msec).

The coils adjacent to the beam were encased in a

stainless steel 8helJ.and were cooled with Dow

Corning Corp. 200 fluid at 200 Psi. The time con-

stant of the shell was 0.3 msec; this constant was

small caspared to the other relevant time constants.

The possibility of a discrepancybetween the ac and

dc coupling coefficientswas testedby comparing

the loop signals generatedby a single-turncoil,

powered and switched by the arc power supply, with

the signals calculatedunder dc coupling conditions,

as a function of the axiel location of the single-

turn loop. There were appreciable discrepancies

between the measured end calculated coupling coeffi-

cients for all four pickup loops, and it was there-

fore necefisaryto use the experimenteJ2ydetermined

coefficientsto obtain the positions and magnitudes

of the circulatingcurrents.

Qualitativefeatures derived from the sign and

relative magnitudes of the signals induced in the

loops are:

1) The sJ.gnof the signal induced tithe Bz

coils correspondedto an electron drift in the di-

rection ~r x fiz(current in the direction - ~r x ~z~

2) Reversing the sign of~ reversed the slg-

nel, but had no other effect.

3) Reversing the signof ~reversedthe sig-

nal end had the following auxiliary effects. When

the electric field was radially inward (center elec-

trode negative), the circulating current was located

exterior to the arc electrode region, the magnitude

of the current was the order of, or somewhat emsller

than, the arc current, and an emergent, fully ion-

ized stremnofplaama was obtained, which carried

12

approximatelyone-third of the input electrical.

power to the arc. When the electric field w&s radi-

ally outward (center electrodepositive), the sign

of the loop signal was reversed and reduced in ampli-

tude by approximatelyan order of magnitude. In

addition, there was no visible emergent plasma

stream, and the input electri.celpower was almost

canpletely recovered in the arc electrodes.

If these qualitative features were associated

with a Hall current, scsseinsight into the mecha-

nisms at work may be obtained by referring to Fig. 9.

The sense of the drift giving rise to the Hell cur-

rent is indicated in the direction i x ~ (specifi-

~the 9 COmPOnent ErBz). The interactionof

the Hall current associatedwith a differential

drift between electrons and ions end the applied

-etic fiad p~duced a~dY force ~e x fi>~i~

hed componentsboth radieJJ.yand axially. Rever-

SinS the direction of the applied magnetic field

rWm8~ both je ad B; it did not reverse the di-

rection of the cross product. Reversing the elec-

tric field, however, reversed the direction of je

without affecting ~, so that the body force due to

~e X5 reversed sign.” It should be noted, again

referring to Fig. 9, that with the polarity of the

applied voltage such as to establish an electric

field inwards, the 78 X5 forces were directed in-

wards and away from the plane of the coil producing

the applied magnetic field. Reversal of the elec-

tric field (center electrodepositive) caused the

forces to be outward and toward the plane of the

magnet coil.. Hence, there was an ~lanation for

both the qualitative difference in arc behavior with

reverseJ.of the electric field and for the simple

JO ~S OUT

Iix Br

&p “

NORMAL POLARITY

Fig. 9. Effect

E

f-
F

, ~X=z is OUT

~is IN

I ;XBr

~u?

REVERSED POLARITY

of aro polarity reversal..

.

.

.
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chenge in the sign of Se ~th reversal. of the direc-

tion of the applied megnetic field.

Qualitative features of the relative emp.li-

tudes of the signals in the three downstream loops

eJJ.owedgeneral statementsto be made about the meg-

nitude end location of the circulatingplasma cur-

rents. First, at currents through the magnet coile

above 500 A, the relative amplitudes of the signals

in the downstream coils were equal, within 20$, and

were about 3.0 2 0.3 times greeter than the signal

in the coil in the insulator. This means that the

circul.atlngcurrent was distributed in a reasonably

uniform fashion over a length at least 1.2cm down-

stream of the cathode tip. With smaller currents

in the Bz coil (less than 150 A), the coils closer

in received the greater signals,until, at 100A in

the B= coil, the ratio of the signals in the closest

to the farthest coil was about 1.5. This would OC-

cur if the current were located no farther than 7 cm

downstream of the cathode tip.

A qualitative examinationof the probe signals

correspondingto an arc current of 620 A and 660 A

in the B= coils showed that the circulating currents

were located downstream of the arc electrodes and

that a reasonable fit of the relative amplitudes of

the downstreamloop signals and the insulator coil

signal was obtained if the 0 currents were distri-

buted uniformly between 5.5 and 9.5 cm downstream of

the cathode, at a mean radius of 1.7 cm., and having

a _itude of 37.5 A per centimeter of length for a

total Hall current of 150 A. The relative magni-

tudes of j and je were estimated by assuming that
,r

the region of rtial current deneity correspondedto

the region of ring currents and the radial exbent of

the ring currents was approxhately 1 cm. For the

case studied, at the mean Hall current radius of

1.7 cm, j~/jrS2.5.

The measured dependence of the magnitude of the

signals induced in the insulatormagnetic pickup

coils, as a function of the strength of the applied

axial.magnetic field, with arc current as parameter,

iS shown in Fig. 10. We were not able to develop a

model that would produce the qualitativebehavior

8hown by the data. The dependence of H8JJ.currents

on the strength of the applied magnetic field, as

discussedby Brockman et al.16 17 did notand Henry.—

agree with the shape of the experimentalcurves for

large Bz, and it was necessary to consider effects

AMPERES IN B= COIL

Fig. 10. Hell probe signal 8trength versus
Wetic field strength.

other than the cancellationof the electron Hall

current with an ion current that increasedwith the

ion Hall parameter UJ’ri.

DISCUSSION

The experimentsreported here do not unembig-

UOUEI.Yident~ the properties of the cesium coaxial.

arc that produced the emergent beam. They do

point to the existence of some physical processes

that have been suepected but have not been specifi-

C- identifiedtiti =C operation. Some of these

processes are:

1) The arc tends to be particular about the

mass flow through it. The design of the arc struc-

ture allowed material to be entrained into the arc

region; evidence for this is the small dependence

of thrust and exc impedance characteristicson the

rate of ma8s introductioninto the arc and the inde-

pendence of the plasma densi~ inferred from elec-

trostatic probes on mass flow.

2) For arcs operating with mass entrainment,

the plasma streem.i.ngseems t:~be limited to the

critical velocity of Alfv.%, given by Vci =

1/2 where *L is the %onizationpotential(2e*i/mi) ,

of the propellant. Heavy particle velocities much

in eXCe88 of the criticel velocity correspondingto

the first ionizationpotential of cesium (2.35 x
~05 ~/see) were not observed. The linear depend-

ence of arc voltage on B=, characteristicof this

type of arc, is interpret? as elso supportingthe

velocity limiting effect. Recent experimentsusing

lithium indicate that the critical velocity can be

exceeded only if mass entrainment is limited.
19

3) The cesium arc ~eriments show a linear

dependence of thruet with the product Iarc~ . The
z
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9,20 I
linear dependence on arc current has been reported.

4) The existence of circulating currents in a

direction normal to both the applied electric and

magnetic fields is establishedfor the cesium exper-

iments. The sense of the applied electric field

influencesthe propertie8 of the arc and the aner-

gent beam, premmablybecau8e of the interactionof

the circulatingcurrents with the applied magnetic

field. When the circulatingcurrents are in such a

direction as to experiencea repulsive force frcm

the magnet coils, abeam is produced, and the loca-

tion of the circulatingcurrents is downstream of

the arc electrodes.

Several mechanisms are available for the gener-

ation of circulatingcurrents in the B direction.

Two mechanism are by nature Hell current8 that

circulate in the direction of -fix ~. Two others

are associatedwith the confinementof the plasma

stream by the applied magnetic field. These cur-

rents are identifiedas follows:

1) Ion8 and electrons show different ratios

of the gyro frequency to en averagedmomentum trene-

fer collision frequencywith stationaryneutrals,

and as a result the electrons approach the drift

velocity associatedwith the crossed electric and

magnetic fields more nearly then do the ions.

2) Regiona in which ionizationoccurs, either

because of a transient discharge or a steady stream-

ing of neutral gas Into the discharge, support cir-

culating currents because the inertia of the Ions

prevents them from acceleratingto the drift velo-

city as ~ckly as the electrons.

3) Ordinary diamagneticcurrents are present,

reducing the magnetic field intensity Interior to

the plasma and allowing the applied megnetic field

to support the plasma pressure.

k) Currents are present that balance the

centrifugalforces in a rotating plasma confined by

a magnetic field.21

Although the diamagneticand centrifugalcur-

rents would exist for any heated, rotating, plasma

confined to a magnetic flux tube, the Hall currents

require en applied electric field in order to per-

sist. However, the effects associatedwith the

creation of the heated and rotating plasma, through

the applicationof an electric field, ●re inti-

mately connected to the sign of the applied voltegq

and we are not able to resolve the observed circu-

lating current into its various components.

The pronounced dependence of the beam on the

existence of the circulatingcurrents (henceforth

termed Hall currents) end the straightforwardmanner

in which such a current interactingwith the radial

ccinponentof the applied magnetic field produces a

force in the axial direction suggest that the linear

dependence of the thrust on the applied magnetic

field is due to the j~ Br force integrated over the

plasma volume. Quantitatively,it appears that this

is not the case.

Consider the conditions described in the sec-

tion entitled Plasma Current Distribution. The msg-

net current was 660 A, and the Hall current was

150 A. A calculationof the reaction between the

Hall.currents and the magnet coils shows that the

force due to the interactionSe Br is 3.3 g. The

total.thrust produced at these operating conditions

ia 54 k 5 g, of which 24 g is the contributiondue

to the magnetic interactions. Hence, the force due

to je Br is only l% of the magnetic force. In fac$

3.3 g is somewhat less than the magnetic force due

to the interactionof the arc current end the self-

fleld (jrB9).

If the HeJ1-currentterms and the self-field

forces are not adequate to e@ain the thrust pro-

duced by the external field arc, what are the alter-

natives? Thrust is produced by the expansion of a

heated ga8 through a nozzle formed by the diverging

magnetic field lines.
22

An approximationto the

thrust produced by expansion is obtained by con-

sidering the ions decoupled from the electrons, and

inquiring as to the requisite ion temperatureto

give the measured thrust, assuming en ideal infi-

nite expansion. Hence, 5/2 h kTi = l/2 h miv2S and,

wlthfiv = F (the thrust), the ion temperature at

the source becomes k’l?i= mi F2/5 h2. (Alternatively

lcl?i= 2/5 (1/2 miv2); i.e., the ion temperature at

the source is equivalent to 0.4 of the directed

energy in the beam.) It is not possible to dismiss

the possibility of thrust production through ther-

mal expansion,because, for our conditions of oper-

ation, at a thrust of 54 g end h = 0.2 g/see, the

requisite ion temperature is about 23,000°K, in

close agreement with the obseNed electron tempera-

ture. The principal objection to a thermal-expan-

sion hypothesis is contained in the dependence of

. I
I

. I
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thrust on the strength of the magnetic field. One

would expect a saturation of thrust with increasing

m%netic field, ss the expan8ionbecomes ideal..

These experiments show a linear dependence of thrust

with applied magnetic field strength and no apparent

change in besusdiameter with field strength.

Another possibility for the production of

thrust 18 through the conversion of rotational

energy produced by Jr Bz end ~z Br interactionsin-

to beam kinetic energy. Such mechanisms have been

mentioned by h’llis23end He8s,24 but they didnlt

di8CU8S in detail the consequence of a smdel ba8ed

on rotational energy.

Consider a rotating plasms which expands

through a magnetic nozzle. Two regions are defined.

In the interactionregion both radial and circula-

ting currents exist and the plasma is accelerated

through j x B interactions. In the nozzle region

no radial currents exi8t. The flu%d angular momen-

tum at the beginning of the nozzle region is

R
Pe = I/p

J
r v(r) 2ffrdr , (3)

where, for simplicity,the plasma is assumed to

have unifons density and the integral is from the

axis to some radiu8 R. Assume next that v(r) = V9,

i.e., there exists a uniform rotationalvelocity;

then the angular momentum become8 2/3n~.p VO R3.

The correspondingrotational energy is

(4)

and for the same assumptions as before, the energy

is n/2 Lp v; R’. The total mass in rotation is mR2

Pk. Substituting in Eqs. (3) end (4), the angular

momentum becomes 2/3 M V8 R, end the energy In rota-

tion becomes 1/2 Mv~. As this rotating mas8 ex-

pands, the angular momentum is conserved, and the

rotational.velocity at a new expanded radius is

%2 ‘VG1 (R1/R2)‘v81/a. The energy converted to
—

translation is W = M/2 (VO 2 - VQ 2, = M/2 VQ 2
1 2 1

(1 - l/ci2). The axialvelocity from expansion iS

then v = V8 (1 - l/@?
1

In the interactionregion the torque exerted

by the jr Bz force is

L=
n

jrBz r dV . (5)

volume of integration end putting the radial.current

density equalto I/2rrr1, Eq, (5) become8 L = 1/2 B

I R2. Wow, the torque is equal to the time rate of

change of angular momentum, 80 that L = d~dt (2/3 M

Ve R) = 2/3 R tiVQ3 in steady state. Hence, we

have that 1/2
F=hv=~BIR (l->) , (6)

where B is the magnetic field strength in the inter-

action region. The constsnt coefficientmultiplying

the factor BIR is not very 8ensitive to the radial

dependence of v(r). For example, if the rotation

is assumedto occur as a solid object, i.e. v(r) =

wr, the con8tant becomea@2 in8tead of 3/4.

Equation (6) represent8 the thm8t due to

electromagneticinteractions. The total thrust is

given by the expression
.

F= Faero+FseU+FHti+ $BIR,

where Fself is the thrust due to self-field inter-

actions, FHm is the thrust due to the Hall-current

magnet interaction,end Faero ia the aerodynamic

thrust, which may be a function of the propellant

chosen and the input mass flow. It was shown pre-

viously that for the present operating conditions

F
self ‘d ‘Hall

will be quite small. Therefore,

FuFaero+{BIR. (7)

Equation (6), with (1 - @l/2 = 0.8, which

correspondsto the appropriatearea ratio between

the anode and the thrust screen for the megnetic-

flux tube filled by the pla8ma beem, Is plotted in

Fig. Il. The data in this figure were obtained

100t

75 -

50 -

25 -

0=0.10

0
A =0.0S

o 5 10 I

lARCIBZXIOS- AMPERE#

I
5

By letting the magnetic fieldbe constant over the Fig. Il. Electromagneticthrust versus Iarc IB .
z
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from Fig. 3 by independentlyfitting Eq. (7) arough

the data points for each of the three flow rates.

Thus, Faero for each flow rate was determined. The

points on Fig. U. are thus the totel measured

thrust less the appropriateFaero. Similar qu~ti-

tative agreement is found when Eq. (6) ia compared

with results of Bennett et al..9.—

A rotation of the plasma introduces a contri-

bution to the arc voltage through the back emf,

v =~REdr. Asmnningthatther’ otationdve lo-
r
city i: converted to the exhaust velocity, so that

‘9 = ‘exhaust’
and taking an additive constant for

the sheath and ohmic voltegea,

V = V. + Vtiau8t Bz R . (8)

Patrick and Schnelderman8have proposed such a

dependenceof arc voltage on Bz and have further

assumed that the exhaust velocity is related to
k 18

the limiting critical velocity of Alfven, for in-

put mass flows greater thenF/vcriticti: Equa-

tion (8), with Vcriticti aub.stitutedfor the

v~aust, is compared to the experimentaldata in

Fig. 2.

Both mechanisms that we have diacus8ed as

poaaible mechanisms for the production of axial

momentum flow in external field coaxial arcs appear

to have been discountedby other authors in favor

of thrust production through the interactionof the

Hall currents with the radial component of the

applied magnetic field. For our geometry and con-

ditions, we have shown that the Hall-current inter-

action ia nearly an order of magnitude too small to

account for the thrust. We feel that these measure-

ments support a rotational.mechanism, although there

is still room for amcre definitive experiment,for

e~le, a aimultaneouameaaumnent of the axial

momentum flow and the angular momentum in the beam.

A rotational accelerationprocess should give the

result that the ratio of the derivatives of the

torque and the thrust taken with respect to the

strength of the applied field, ahouldbe 22/3
(1 - ~p)va.

MxcmmDGms
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APPENDIX

Probe Operation in a Stresming Plasma

Conaider a plane probe directed head-on into a

flowing plasma. A negativelybiaaed probe createa

the potential distributionshown in Fig. A-la, where

the plasma potential in taken equal to zero. It iS

aaaumed that the flow ia colll.isi.onless,end that

quaaineutral.ityholds throughout the transition

region. Poiaaon’s equation gives

The

the

v%= he (ni- ne) = -4m(qni + ene) . (Al)

Boltamann relation ia assumed to be valid for

electrons:

n =n e-4-v8)/k’fe ,
e ea

(A2)

The energy of singly-chargedions at the

sheath consists of the thermal energy, the beam

kinetic energy, and the energy acquired in falling

through the negative potential V8. The ion velo-

city at the sheath edge is then

V,=(’+)1’2, (A3)

where ~ is the ion velocity directed along the nor-

mal.to the probe due to the thermal and atreeming

motion.

When the probe is a perfect sink for ions
25 ~d

&he sheath Is so thin that the area of the sheath

v,

Fig. A-la. Normal probe potential.distribution.

ha na

v,
[

Fig. A-lb. Probe potential distribution for ion
energy greater than half the electron temperature.

.
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is approximatelyequal to the area of the probe, the

ion current density through the sheath ia a con-

stsnt. Then, in the sheath region

1/2

()

ji=qni t2-~ (A4)

1/2

()

;2
2qvE

= q ni~ -—
‘i

or

SubstitutingEqs. (A2) and (A5) into (Al) and inte-

grating:

+ ne~kTe e
}

-e (V-V6)/k~e+ ~
.

The potential changes S1OWI.Ythro&h the transition

region. At the transition region, sheath region

boundary the potential.begins to change rapidly.

An approximateboundary condition 1s that (ZIV/3X)2

‘OandV =V~atX=s. The arbitrary constsnt of

integrationis determinedwith this boundary condi-

tion, and Eq. (A6) becomes

Since we are interested in the solution neai’V . V6,

we expend in AV = V-V~, and we further essome that

all ions are singly charged, setting nis . ne8

and e = -a. Then.

Again, at the sheath boundary,

‘-m
(av/ax)2 *0. Hence

=’0

and

Vs=&(kTe-mi~2) . (A9)

Defining the nondimensionalquantities ~s = eV6/kTe

end 6 = mi?2/kTe, the nondimensionalsheath poten-

tial becomes

Xs = (H3)/2 . (A1O)

The ion current density at the sheath boundary

is given byEq. (A4). Throughout the transition

region the ion end electron densities are approxi-

mately equal, so that upon substitutionof Eqs. (A9)

and (A2), the ion current density becanes

kT 1/2

()

-X8
ji=nmq< e . (All)

The csse of zero ion thermal and streaming velocity

gives V6 ~ kTe/2e, which is the Bohm sheath crite-

rion.25 Also ys = l/2, so that

kT 1/2

()

ji=0.61n=q< , (AL2)

the result obtained by A1l.en”etal.26——

In the present formalism V8 becomes positive

when the therms3 and streaming energy of the ions

exceeds ~e/2. Equation (A6) is still valid, since

electrons are repelled throughout the sheath region,

and the boundary condition (3V/aX)2* O becomes

exact. The correspondingpotential distribution is

shown in Fig. A-lb. It is physically unnecessary

for the transition region first to decelerate end

then accelerate ions, stnce current continuitymay

be maintained without a transition region end the

sheath solution exactly matche8 the plasma volume.

lieconclude, therefore, that Vs and ~ are zero

when the thermal, or streaming energy of ions is

greater than kTe/2. In this case the ion current

density is given by

j~ “%q~ . (A13)

Summarizing the results for ion collection:

ifBzl,\=o end ji = ~qV .

B behaves like the Mach number. For “subsonic”

flow (6 < 1), a disturbance, the transition region,

extends upstream from the probe. For “supersonic”

flow @ > 1), no transition region exists, there is

no upstream disturbance, end the probe simply col-

lects the flux of ions crossing the sheath surface.

Consider now a positively biased probe. Under

arc jet conditions it is reasonable to suppose that

17



the thermal velocity of the electrons i8 much

greater then their directed velocity. The electron

current is then due to the thermel drift.

The velocity of subsonic (B < 1) flows is

found from Eqs. (All) and (Kt4).

,2=~{$+.n[>’g$J’2]\.
Wth ‘J:hw ain determined from a side probe,

2 1/2
VD= (*-vth) .

(A,, )

~ 1/2

r)
Je=~n.e *

e-eV/kTe
. (A14)

e

Differentiationof Eq. (AI-4)gives the usual e~res-

sion for electron temperature,viz.: Discussion of Assumptions

Several assumptions Inherent in the precedingkTe

T=*
.

analysis are:

1) The presence of the probe does not dis-or
Te = LI,600 ‘v

[)h ~

‘1

“K .

(A15)

colleats a current

turb the measured density.

The self-collisiontime for two llke particles.-~.,
under Coulomb encounters is given by Spitzer es

A probe at the plszmapotentiel. 1/2 ~3/2~= 1.1..4A
s

nZ4 h A
(KL6)

14 T3/2/nl/2 (T in keV). Thewhere A = 4.9 x 10
so that the plasma density is given as mean free path is then k = ~til

T, where vth =
. ,_

4je

‘()

1/2
V=O ‘me

nm ‘—q” e

(8kT/nm)L1z.!l?ypical values for the cesium arc

(FL17) are given in Table A-I:

An arc jet exhaust will.slmost always be “super-

sonic” (Bzl). The effectivevelocity is found by

taking the ratio of Eqs. (A13) and (A16):

TABLE A-I

Susrnaryof Mean Free Path and Momentum Exchange

Collision Times for the Plane of the Probe

ji 8kTe 1/2

,()
~=~~ “

(AI_8)

V=o

Electrons Ions

Ti=0.5 eV ;tha#sec 6.8x107 9.7 XI.04

2.7x L0-9 5.6 x10-7Te=l.O eV T secConsider a probe placed at right angles to the flow.

The ion

so that

the ion

ji

collection is due only to the thermal drift,

Eq. (All) is the appropriate expression for

current.

n=l.5xld3 cm-3Acm o.18 0.055

12
Consider a probe in a quiescent plasma. Chen

has shown that the collection for a finite-size

probe with no applied electric field (probe at

plasnm potential) is

= nmq

r~

T ‘2e (mit2/2~e-l/2) .e (A19)
-ii-

For this probe, +2 = v~h. Solving for v~h,

The directed velocity is determined, since v. =
where C is the capacitanceof the probe, K is a

geometric factor, andD = ~~/3. Therefore, tith

Ap =nr
2

P’

2 1/2. In most cases for the head-o: probevt~)

v~, so that a good approximationto the

velocity is

“=*(%T” (l@l)

The ion temperatu.remaybe derived fromEq. (A20)

by setting kTi = miv~h.

18
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28 give a Sfilar exPres-
Bohm, Burhop, end Massey

sion, with C m 2 (rp + k)/fi,so that
.



I

.

\

When A >> r the collection i8 unaffected by the
P’

presence of the probe, end j = n; ~ A /4, where n’
P co

is the true plasma density. Hence

nv

<= 2“

‘+&

This term representsblockage by the probe body,

and rp is the radius of the entire probe body, not

just the collection area.

K varies from 1.0 to 0.5, depending on the

relative magnitude of Tp and ?L. As L/r ~~, K- 1;
P

asi*O, ‘d 1/2. Thus, K is related to the solid

angle subtendedbY the probe. Thus,

A
‘=1-- ,

sphere

where A is the total solid angle of radius A
sphere

and A is that portion of the total solid
segment.

angle that is blocked by the probe. Referring to

Fig. A-2, A
seg

= &kh, whereh = k(l - COSCY), or

[
h=kl- cos(tan-lr#j. Then K=l-l/2 [l-

cos (tsn-lrp/k)]. When rp >> k, tan‘1 r~A - n/2,

cos (tan-lrp/A)‘O, and IC61/2. When rp <<A,

tan-l
-1.

rp/A + O, cos (tan r/A)

.

l--
Fig. A-2.

.---1
Solid angle subtendedby probe.

The total.diameter of the probe used in the

cesium arc is 0.31 cm. For ions, ki = 0.055 cm,

K = 0.663, and n~nm = 0.78. For electrons, ke .

0.18 cm, K . 0.875, and n~nm- 1. The actual den-

sity lies between the value derived from electrons

and ions, so that the error due to the presence of

the probe is probably less then I@.

Consider now a supersonicplasma stream. The

ion current cannot be altered by the presence of

the probe; the electron current is undisturbed, as

shown in the previous paragraph. Therefore the

density measured by a head-on probe in a supersonic

plasma stream i8 the correct density.

2) The magnetic field does not alter the
29

electron current. Sugawara has shown that with

Ti/Te << 1,

-1
where a = [1 + (lileTe)2] , je,, is the electron cur-

rent density to the probe in the magnetic field,

and je is the electron current density in the

absence of the magnetic field. The electron-ion

mean free path is nearly the ssme as the electron-

electron mean free path, so that w T = 4.8, for

100 G and the electron values of T~b~e A-I. The

radius of the collection area of the probe is now

‘P
(0.025 ~). These values give je,~je = 0.88.

Sugawara’s theory neglects ambipolar and anomalous

diffusion and the effect of finite ion temperature,

and therefore overestimatesthe effect of the mag-

netic field. All probe measurementswere taken at

places where the strength of the magnetic field was

less than 100 G, so that the effect of the field

may be ignored.

3) The plasma is colli.sionless.

Iaframboise30considers a plasma collisiord.ess

for probes if

where g = l/n\3. ~ isthe Debye length and A is

the mean free path. Numerical values for the ce-

sium arc give rp s 0.067 cm for a co~isiotiess

regime. This is to be compared with r = 0.025 cm
P

for the probe used.

19



Alternatively,the electron mean free path,

from Table A-I, is 0.18 cm. The directed velocity

of the ions, 2.5 x 105 cm/see, cauae8 them to

travel 0.14 cm between collisionswhen the mean

collision time is 5.6 x 10-7 sec. Both classes

of particles travel distances between collisions

that are larger than the dismeter of the probe

collectionarea.
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